Omaha April 11, 1945
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
The White House, Washington

Dear Mrs. Roosevelt:

Mrs. Roosevelt has forgiven me, D.C., for writing you again.

In short, the Duke of Windsor and the Duchess of Windsor have long been involved with the help of Governor General of Canada and Mr. Roosevelt. Now, at this time, many other English diplomats have hastened their return to the United States, of America, to accomplish this coup, which, at this time, their objective was to put in the Duke of Windsor as King. The goal of America to the advantage of England, with the object to move the Government of England, to America in due time. The Duke has collected the British market and most of the people of America believe as they do, or believe as Hitler does, and don't know it. It is so clearly organized, with England, resisting more in the British Conference than other nations they are sure to elect the Duke at the head of the organization of the Conference, and he will stay, for 5 years, at this position, and all lines of commerce that

WILL be under his control.
defeating all the effort of Secretary Wallace in his office of Secretary of Commerce, of the United State and still be able to control the large hopper of money from the United Government to this nation. It will be controlled by the drum and his group of Engeromarwegian friends, such as J. E. Johns and the Canadian drum at Washington D.C., the kicking half for them Siberia and trebuling to England. I know I was a contractor or sub contractor for them Groups for seven years, as contracting plumbing and heating. Government work being is always ending in breaking, the sub contractors. When the United State Government is paying good price for all the work done but the man that really labors to do the work is not always paid for his labor and you Mrs. President you will be blamed for all the atrosity, and responsibility, and the duty and his group of Swindlerus will go free or get promoted, this is the setup. Please don't let England ruin the rate to more rate than other nation, or else things will again to change, things. The diplomat of America are not ready to go into that fierce conference, they have not turned to let it be heard in time of need yet. At this terrible time early the Lord caucasus now.
At this time, when the armies of America are scattered over half of the earth, the enemy declaring this religious war against all people of the earth, principally the Communist of Russia, on the 6th day of December, 1944, the Pope made a great speech. Later, the earth of the world, a speech on the heel of the earth, for all nations, and in the same time declaring that the Catholic religion could not permit any collaboration with Russia, outside the Catholic religion this is declaring war. Even in America as a sign of opposition to this war came from America. Not an finger was raised in protest in America as in the United States if this war is accepted. In America with no opposition, then Russia cannot be with us on the side of America. This is the way of the enemy to separate Russia from America.

This shortage of food at this time is also the fault of the wrong investigation on food. It is our only known amount of food this nation as in star or supplies. Because the starvation of the enemy, it may be half as it only in paper men ship to a certain area. When only by record showing that ten earl of food for cars, men receive. The five other cars have only in paper. This is what around a fire. This was mainly food and medicines. In no barracks, but in fact, plenty of ammunition and other places are preventing the Groot of food to cause food shortage at this time.
let all good americans speak the new language of America, and not speak the English language. the American language is the new language of the new kingdom of God based on the Justice of God and American democracy. to make an extra effort to live in peace with your neighbors and practice the ten commandments or do the lord's will. i will give my people a new name. New Jerusalem is America speaking the new language of God based on Justice and American democracy. this message is written in the American language and they shall know them by their speech. that will come to earth the language with me rule in it. no disire let all man own the earth or America that is willing to speak the American language. the population of America until many and many times. let America be the base of the word of God. the American turn the language of America. many difficulty between the English diplomat and American diplomat. misunderstandings in words and meanings all business be done in American language and not the English language. let the American language be the official language of America. the word of God. let the American be the official language of the future. Conference and you will be lifted or confused all the enemy, and the
Gods of the earth, new things shall not
in earth be said. And for the
fruit set, I tell you of them.
Said the Lord. And for the
eternal life of the world in
eternity. And I will give him a white stone
and in the stone a new name written,
which no man know. Save him that
reserveth it. His name is the White Stone
(Amarica). One cannot be Amarican
unless he is a Son of God. And one
cannot be a Son of God unless he is an
Amarican, and speaks the Amarican
language. He shall be known by his
speech. Over the earth. Let all the press,
Declare the new language of Amarica
Let them give the Word of God, the publicity.
that it showeth for the Amarican language
acts 2:4-6. To every man who is.
The multitude came to gethers, and were
confounded. Because every man heard them speak
his own language: the accomplishment of this
prophecy. Is to day, not before. And the name
of the new language in the lands, new kingdom
is Amarican. That will spread over the earth
and the place its official deigned is at the
conference at first. Let no man
choose it. Change them with unAmarican
activity. If they do. I will restore them of sin
according to the holy mind. To the Lord Jesus.
Christ, of whom 15:17. But let the
Amarican, diplomat, He repair to accomplish
it. Let them do as the people of the province
of Greece did when they resided there.
The constitution from England, they pass laws
that all public publications be printed in.

french and English and when the
language differ, the french language
shall be in case of controversy, so let
the americain language, or the English
the English or any other language, do not let
last chance, to avoid violence, the question
of the lord is about ended. let the conference
dissent, the americain people should accept
the religious war of the pope to reject.
it be sure to keep records of all the rules
writers, leaders of the organized church,
that will say things against the americain
language or the word of God, and list
them as enemy. let all those rules be
replace by women chosen by the people.
there is 15 woman already chosen by the
people to begin with. woman tried
and found faithful, that will help them
to get their eyes open. the will of God.
let all the people of good will in americia
pray unto the lord. for knowledge and understanding
of the word of God; and the americain language
the language of the original church of
God, now being resurrected as it was at
first. when Peter and other apostles preach
these wonderful sermon that men understand
by men of all language. act. (2:4:5-6 27)
this religious war be claimed by the pope.
is already started secretly and insidiously,
this men language of God of God is the
men americain language, that can be
understood by all people that will repent
and call upon the name of the lord to
save merly on them, is this new language
spoken by peter and the apostles.
The great resurrection of the original church of Jesus Christ now being resurrected as it was created at first. This message is written in the American name of the word of God by the spirit of God. Let no man say anything against if it. It is to be able if it could be at the first conference set in the conference but outside of speaking to myself as soon as what as Jonah did in the city of Nineveh. Just naming the people of the Great danger be protected from arrest and the right to get close to the convention or conference where the crowd will be. It could be from that the religious war of the fate declared on the 6th of December 1944 is already started in America and in the American army in the western front, and the Catholic Church is teaching the young people of the Church to kill for the Church, and teaching hate against all those that refuse to join them or repainting war against them. Represents the Lord, the right to speak his word in language in the open street, and expose his enemies. The speech rest with the Lord of God only.
the spirits of Jonah is resurrected to day
and should be present at the conference
warning the American people of the
danger we are in -

do not be offended at the way this
message is written. It is written the way
I want it to be written. It is the best
I can do. Speaking the American
language as the word of God is a
language acceptable to God.
I don't know mine words

respectfully yours
Arthur Sarale

1137 North 18 street
Omaha, Nebraska

{a son of man
the comforter of
the flesh and
the word of God
}